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The Noah’s Ark Problem (NAP) formalises this further:

n Species have conservation costs

n Species have survival probabilities

n The objective function is expected phylogenetic diversity

Algorithms exist for solving certain instances of the NAP:

n M. Steel Phylogenetic diversity and the greedy algorithm.2005

n Hartmann, K. and M. Steel. 2006. Maximising phylogenetic diversity in biodiversity conservation.

n Hartmann, K. and M. Steel. 2006. Phylogenetic diversity from combinatorics to ecology.

n Pardi, F. and N. Goldman. 2006. Resource aware taxon selection for maximising phylogenetic

diversity.

n B.Q. Minh, S. Klaere, and A. von Haeseler. 2006. Phylogenetic Diversity within Seconds

and various extensions of it.



The Noah’s Ark Problem (Weitzman 1998)

The Noah’s Ark Problem (NAP) formalises this further:

n Species have conservation costs

n Species have survival probabilities

n The objective function is expected phylogenetic diversity

Some conservation managers have yet to appreciate the beauty of equations like

this:
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Hartmann, K. and M. Steel. 2006. Maximising phylogenetic diversity in biodiversity conservation.

Hence the literature is inaccessible for many conservation managers/biologists.
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Problems ...

n The NAP is critiqued for being too simple,

n too complex,

n and for not providing a species ranking.

Species specific indices

n Aim to divide the total length of a tree among the leaves

n (Some) are simple to calculate and explain

n But how good are they?
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Indices VS NAP

Evolutionarily distinct species often capture more phylogenetic diversity than

expected (submitted)

D. Redding, K. Hartmann, A. Mimoto, D. Bokal, M. DeVos and A. Mooers
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n Most indices allocate pendant edges to corresponding leaves

n Pendant edges contain roughly half the tree’s PD
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Probability distributions on generalised Yule trees (in prep), K. Hartmann, T. Gernhard and M. Steel



Indices for time scales
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Pendant Edge

Random Sample

Prioritising species for conservation with uncertain survival probabilities (in prep)

K. Hartmann, S. Paquette, A. Mooers
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Conclusions

n The NAP is a satisfying approach however there is some resistance to its

application

n If indices are going to be used anyway then:

— We can inform the choice of index

— Whilst continuing to suggest more sophisticated methods

— Enjoy solving some interesting mathematical problems in the meantime
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